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Don’t forget:
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ON MONDAY 7TH MAY
FOR BANK HOLIDAY

WE BEAT MANCHESTER SCHOOLS AT DEBATE MATE!

Our students who take part in our Debate Mate after-school club are celebrating, after
coming first out of all the Manchester schools in a debating competition. They also
finished 25th out of hundreds of school nationally.
Manchester Academy took part in two competitions in the Urban Debate League, where
there were numerous debates against different schools across Manchester. Each school
was given an average score for each debate and we finished with the best average
collectively across the competitions.
Year 10 Director Miss Holt, who has run Debate Mate for the past four years said: “This is
the first time we have ever placed so highly nationally and regionally. We competed
against some of the top schools in Manchester so this is really impressive.
“I am incredibly proud of the pupils who have taken part and committed their time each
week to improve their debating skills. It’s a pleasure to see how the pupils have
developed through the programme, enhancing both their communication skills and
confidence. It’s a real honour to work with these pupils and watch them flourish in the
wider school community.”
There were 30 pupils who took part in Debate Mate every week from Years 8, 9 and 10.
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WILBRAHAM PRIMARY SCHOOL ENJOYS MUSIC CLASS
Year 5 pupils from Mr Eccles' class at Wilbraham
Primary School learnt a lot about life in our high
school last week.
The students took part in a range of activities whilst
they were visiting school, which included a music
class with Mr Burns, a T-shirt printing session, a
science class and a quiz about University.
Mr Burns divided the class of students into three
groups. Two groups were given a different
instrument to play, with the third group singing
together.
Wilbraham Primary School Year 5 teacher Mr
Eccles said the students had got a lot out of their
visit.
“Everyone enjoyed themselves and it’s helped
them feel more confident and excited about
starting high school.”

SUCCESS AT SALE HARRIERS EVENT
Well done to our three students—Mohammed Cole (Year 8), Baye Mbengue (Year 8) and
Emmanuel Johnson (Year 9), who competed in an athletics event for the Sale Harriers and
came second overall. The trio competed in the Youth Development League Premier
League against six other teams.
Mohammed came second
in the 80m hurdles event
and 4 x 100m relay, Baye
came second in the 100m
sprint and third in the long
jump event, and Emmanuel
came first in both the
300m event and 4 x 300m
relay event.
Team Manager Mr Marsh
said: “These boys are a
credit to our school. They
were outstanding in all
areas, including athletic
ability and conduct and they were positive role models to other members of the club.”
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EDUCATION WITH CHARACTER—PILOT PROJECT
One of the five pillars of United Learning’s approach to running excellent schools is the
development of Education with Character.
Just as we want pupils to leave here with excellent qualifications, we also want them to
leave us as confident and ambitious young adults with a good understanding of the world
around them. Whilst we are proud of the important focus we place on academic
excellence, we believe that children need a breadth of opportunities and experiences in
order to become confident, well-rounded and ambitious young adults.
During this term, we are part of a pilot of United Learning schools looking to focus more
on Education with Character, which we will be building on even more in the future. As
part of United Learning, we can access group-wide activities and opportunities, as well as
develop our own. This could be through our many after-school activities, such as
astronomy, boxing, chess, languages or the Duke of Edinburgh Award. If your child has
taken part in any of these enrichment activities, please take the time to speak to them
about it and encourage them to do more.

YEAR 8 MAN UTD FOUNDATION HUB TOURNAMENT WINNERS
A big congratulations to our Year 8 boys team who were presented with their winners
trophy in the Manchester United Foundation Hub Tournament, after a 3-0 win to
Manchester Creative Media Academy in the final.
Mr Ross said they displayed tremendous skill, sportsmanship and resilience to lift the
trophy after the tournament, held at Oldham
Academy North.
Organised by MU
Foundation staff, Hub
tournaments bring
together students from
all of the Foundation’s
‘Hub of the community’
schools.
Tournaments provide
participants with
opportunities to
represent their schools
in a morning of competitive football in a fun, safe and friendly environment.
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week….including a special mention
to Mobasher Benotman who has now been awarded Stars of the Week
four weeks in a row!
Name

Year

Subject

Comment

Shiab Ahmed

7

French

Tian You Xu

8

Maths

Izabela Gospodarska

8

Transition

Mobasher Benotman

8

Spanish

Alya Aminuddin

8

Spanish

Ismail Miah

9

Geography

For outstanding work in French,
he is showing real potential for
being a linguist
He always works exceptionally
hard, without wavering. His
behaviour and attitude to
learning is exemplary and he is
always very conscientious.
For such a fantastic result in her
English writing assessment. Well
done!
For two weeks of consistently
good behaviour in lessons as
well as supporting others with
their Spanish work.
For consistently outstanding
behaviour in every Spanish
lesson.
Top marks in Geography
assessment.

Yours sincerely,
Miss Owen,

Acting Principal.

